
Student : WU BO

Strengths Technically very strong. Has very good and deep 
knowledge of cameras and manual functions. Has very 
good software skills and is pushing himself in new 
directions and choosing not to rest on tried and trusted 
formulas. Bo proposed a very ambitious Final Project that 
involved gaining access to film and interact with 
managers and workers in a state run Coal Mine in China. 
Bo said that getting permission would be difficult and 
showing the footage in China might not be possible.
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Improvements Bo’s English has improved over the year and he is feeling 
comfortable enough to make contributions within the 
group setting. He is now much more able to hold a 
discussion about the detail of his work and what impact 
he is trying to achieve. Bo wanted to push himself in his 
final project and the success of his idea required a great 
force of will and considerable diplomatic and 
organisational skills.
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Software Knowledge Bo is very capable and has a very good working 
knowledge of Premiere, FCP, After Affects and is 
interested in learning new live event tools like Modul8.
For his mining film he had to take cameras with lenses 
that would work successfully in low light and high humidity 
conditions. He also had to record sound separately for the 
piece.
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Constraints on Learning Bo’s approach and scope of project was courageous and 
wide ranging. He managed the pre production of the 
project really well and also managed the filming in the 
mine and interactions with managers and workers very 
sensitively. He first of all produced a piece that included 
music and voice over which we felt sometimes detracted 
from the power of the sound and image that he recorded 
very well on location at the mine. He was persuaded to 
produce two edits one without the televisual influence of 
added music and voiceover and his first edit styled and 
suited toward tv conventions.
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Profile: Work in Term 2/3 Media Production MA : M65mc/M66mc

Bo made a very strong presentation with a very clear idea for a documentary project based 
in China. Bo expressed worries that it might not be possible to arrange access so had a 
much less ambitious project in reserve.
We persuaded him to attempt the more ambitious project and use the documentation of 
denial of access, if this happened, as the subject of the documentary if his plans didn’t 
work out.
He spent a long time back in China organising and negotiating access to the State run 
mine in Hangzhou province.

The production and filming within the mine was difficult and technically pushed Bo to the 
limits of his abilities. The quality of the images and recorded sound are testament to his 
seriousness as a filmmaker. It is very rare that we get to see such footage of a working 
mine in action that hasn’t been sanitised and set up for the cameras. There was also much 
footage that couldn’t be placed in the edit as the mine managers wanted to review the final 
piece. These were very interesting pieces and showed some of the workers and their day 
to day living conditions with workers speaking openly about the difficulties and the poor 
quality of living conditions at the mine. These Bo felt constrained about using in his edit as 
it could compromise him on his return to China. It is a great shame that these interactions 
couldn’t be included as they make a powerful impact on the viewer.

'Miner'

There were two versions submitted and my comments are concerned primarily 
with the documentary version. The music and voiceover on the television version 
added little to the piece and distracted from the storytelling.

The documentary version was a very well observed piece of work that exposed the 
underground world of one mine in China. It may have helped at the beginning of 
the film to have a short title of the name and location of the mine to prepare the 
audience. Overall the film was very well framed with several sections of montage 
and interviews that gave a real sense of the place and the people involved. In 
some places the shots could have been held a little longer. Audio was well 
handled, although the music used was unnecessary in this version also.

The interviews were very confident and we were able to gather a lot of information 
from what the miners said, as well as from what they did not say in reply to some 
of the questions. The film was a very confident piece of work that showed 
considerable skills, subtlety and insight, well done.

Blog Address: http://mabo2012.wordpress.com/
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